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Kia ora Koutou
You will be aware that the current government has put in place an extensive review of NCEA.
NCEA started in 2002 as a “breath of fresh air” in the way our students’ achievement was
assessed. Instead of the “success” of a whole year’s learning in a subject typically being
measured at the end of each year by just one 3 hour written exam students were able to
demonstrate their skills and knowledge in a variety of different contexts and ways and do it as
they learnt. They could be assessed by doing speeches or projects or practical work for example.
Unfortunately the unintended impact of this model has seen a trend of almost continual
assessment for our senior students and, arguably, a move from assessment of learning to
learning so that you can be assessed.
This has generated significant stress for many students who feel that they are constantly
having to meet deadlines or are being “judged” or “at risk of failing” and I would suggest this
has contributed to the poor statistics we see constantly about our young people’s mental
health. A typical Year 11 student at our school might have up to 30 NCEA assessments in a
year – all carrying a risk of failure and the stress that that can bring
The other great thing about NCEA was the fact that instead of just 1 mark being awarded for
a subject a student’s achievement in aspects of that subject could be recognized. So a
student could be brilliant at creative writing and terrible at interpreting poetry and in the
“good old days” of one end of year exam like so many of us sat we would have got a 50%
pass. Under NCEA our results would show that we are “Excellent” at creative writing but
could “Not Achieve” when it came to interpreting poetry. So the brilliance of that idea was
instead of passing or failing whole subjects a student could progress to the next level in areas
of a subject that they could do. The actual reality of this was because of timetabling/staffing
funding issues this rarely was able to happen.
Perhaps the greatest questions about NCEA have been around the mixing of “vocational”
qualifications and “academic” pathways into the same credit structure and qualification
which has led to confusion and mis-understanding. There has also been an apparent
disincentive for students to strive for Excellence when the credit values are exactly the same
as for an “Achieved” . At St Bernard’s, as in many schools, we find it an on-going battle to
convince some of our boys to prepare well for external examinations when they think “Oh
I’ve already got my 80 credits so I’ve already passed so why bother”. I would suggest that
any system that requires continual explanation because it is counter-intuitive is not an ideal
system.
As part of the review the government is asking for all of our input. In many
people’s view some of the suggestions being proposed are quite concerning. We
will be running an information evening here at the College on Wednesday 15th
August if you wish to understand more about what is being proposed and how it
might impact your sons.
You can access information on what suggestions the government is considering on
the Ministry of Education web-page:
https://conversation.education.govt.nz/conversations/ncea-have-your-say/bigopportunities-he-aria-nui/
You are able to make your own submission by September this year through the
following link:
https://conversation.education.govt.nz/conversations/ncea-have-your-say/
Staffing Changes:
Ms Nicola de Villiers has taken Maternity leave and Ms Christina Calcinai will be taking Maternity Leave shortly. We wish them all of the
best for this wonderful time in their lives. We welcome Mrs Joanne Doak, Mr Arif Ahmed and Mr Andrew Clarke to the staff as they
cover these positions. Ms Anne O’Donovan is also leaving us to concentrate on her University Studies full time. We thank her for her
contribution over this last term and welcome Mrs Rose Cook to the staff as the teacher in charge of Media Studies.

Nga mihi
Simon Stack

BYOD
Thank you to those families who have supported the College in becoming a BYOD (bring your own device) school.
The move to BYOD is driven by the following objectives:

Integrate digital technology more fully into teaching and learning

Enable anytime, anywhere access

Enhance teaching, learning and relationships
For 2018 the College decided to expand our BYOD programmes as follows:
Years 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 – all students are required to bring a device that meets our minimum requirements.
Year 7 & 8 are encouraged to bring a device but there is no obligation.
The staff are undergoing professional learning in relation to using digital devices in their teaching programmes.
For the College to utilize their technologies we really require all students to have an appropriate device.
For further information please refer to our website page on BYOD

http://www.sbc.school.nz/byod/

Food Technology
For the whole of term 2, both year 10 Food Technology classes have been working on burger
designs for the annual Gourmet Burger Competition. There were 3 finalists selected from each
class and on Monday the 2nd of July their work culminated in the GRAND FINAL!
Harry, Burger Fuel’s Brand Ambassador, came in as the expert external judge and the six burger
legends battled it out in the final. It was close, but in the end Ethan Bugas’ Korean-inspired
burger took the top prize, followed by Gershom Anton-Uthayaraj’s blue cheese, pear and walnut
masterpiece. The bronze medal went to Max McGuiness who “blew the judges mind” by
incorporating cooked bacon into his lamb patty.
Thanks heaps to Burger Fuel on High Street for stepping up to support the boys. And well done to
all the competitors – St Bernard’s is a haven of kitchen creativity!

Soup Week
Soup week managed to
raise over $500 for the
Compassion Soup Kitchen last
week.
The Young Vinnie’s spent five
cold lunchtimes serving up
soup to hungry customers.
With flavours such as indian
curry, minestrone and
chicken laksa, students and
staff were spoilt for choice. A
big thank you to Kristen and
all her wonderful helpers in
the Kitchen who managed to
create many delicious soups.
With $100 managing to feed
80 people for breakfast, this
money will go a long way.

Library
NZ Book Awards for children and young adults
The shortlist has just been announced with the winner announced in August. Some of the finalist authors will be in Wellington to talk about
their books in August and we will be taking some boys along to this event! For more information about the finalists see the NZ Book Awards
site: http://www.nzbookawards.nz/new-zealand-book-awards-for-children-and-young-adults/2018-awards/shortlist/

Book of the month
Because of You – Pip Harry
Because of You is a story about homelessness, prejudice and the power of words to provide a little hope. A book
about Tiny, who is homeless and Nola who has everything she could ask for. They meet at the Hope Lane Homeless
shelter where the girls discover they have more in common than they think. Pip Harry doesn’t shy away from some
heavy topics—Tiny’s story is heartbreaking and the details about life on the streets of Sydney is horrifying—but
Because of You is ultimately a hopeful story about human resilience and the life-changing power of discovering
your best friend. – Ms Kent
No internet at home??
Ms Kent in the Library can arrange for you to get a free modem and a ‘pay as
you go’ card to access the internet. This is for any families who have school
age children at home but no internet connection. The scheme is called
SparkJump and is run in partnership with Hutt City Libraries. Ms Kent can be
contacted on 04 5609250 ext879, or via ekent@sbc.school.nz if you can
access the internet from another place.

Hutt City Library Cards
Ms Kent will be organising Hutt City library cards
for students who don’t have one (or have lost one,
or don’t know if they have one….) over the next
few weeks. This will give students access to
amazing range of resources, books, e-audio and ebooks.

English
After school programme for Reading Plus and Lexia Students.
Any Year 7 or 9 student using the Reading Plus or Lexia programmes are welcome to join Ms Asquith’s homework group in M1 after school
on a Tuesday. It will run from 3-4pm throughout Terms 2 and 3. Chromebooks are made available for the students to use to complete their
online reading tasks. A small afternoon tea is provided. Any food donations towards the afternoon tea for the boys would be greatly
appreciated.
Congratulations to Angelo Cabauatan who has qualified for the semi-finals of the NZ Spelling Bee.
Angelo secured a place by spelling 81 out of 100 difficult words correctly. (He spelt words such as
Chrysanthemum and Turangawaewae.) We wish Angelo all the best for the regional competition on
the 6th of August

Computer Skills
Earlier this year 19 students from Years 7 to 10 participated in the 2018 Computer Skills ICAS competition.
It is pleasing to report that the following students gained a Merit award (roughly placing them in the top 40% of all NZ and Pacific candidates).
Year 7: Inia Finn
Year 9: Gerard Cabauatan and Jordan De Vera
It is pleasing to report that the following students gained a Credit award (roughly placing them in the top 20% of all NZ and Pacific candidates).
Year 7
Credit: Bevan Ellis and Ben Housden
Year 9
Credit: Angus Johnson
Year 10
Credit: Colton Longstaff
It is pleasing to report that the following students gained a Distinction award
(roughly placing them in the top 10% of all NZ and Pacific candidates).

Year 7: Euan Monteclaro
Year 9: Justin Aylor and Harrison Graham

Science
We would like to congratulate Jack Tetley (9SH) on his trip to the Seychelles. (See article below).

Indonesia Trip - The science department wish the following students and staff member safe travels to Indonesia. Students, Griffin Almand,
Jack Wilson, Caleb Vallance, Nicholas Watkins and science teacher Mr Mark Harrison will spend the vacation in Indonesia working with
scientists involved in ecological investigations. They will be working in forest and marine environments.
Science fair. The science staff want to thank every parent and family member who have helped our junior students produce a unique
science fair investigation. These will be marked over the holiday and there will be a viewing opportunity on Monday July 23 rd after school to
around 6.00pm.
Derived exams results. These are coming up in a few weeks. The science staff are available to offer opportunities to answer questions for
their students. Students can see their science teacher to see if tutorials are being held. It is essential that all students approach these exams
with a serious intent to achieve the best result possible. They are an excellent opportunity to revise for the NCEA external exams in
November.
Chemistry Quiz. We entered a year 12 and a year 13 team in the Victoria University run quiz. 12 colleges took part in the quiz which was
divided up into a practical session as well a theoretical component. We did not come back winners but we definitely enjoyed ourselves and
we will be back next year. Thanks to the following students. Year 12- Joe Devine, Daniel Henderson, Ben Kong and Will Johnson. Year 13Martin Almendral, Griffin Almand, Troy Atienza, Daniel Lloyd. Thanks to Mr Jacob Harris for organising this and taking the students to Victoria
University.
Visit by NASA Astrobiologists.
Three visiting NASA scientists are on a speaking tour of NZ and they fitted a visit to us into their very busy schedule. They talked to a group of
around 60 boys in the library over lunchtime. They discussed topics as diverse as “What are the current Marian surface rovers finding out
about mars.” These devices have been sending back information to Earth for 15 months and we are getting detailed information on what is
happening on Mars. The other scientists talked about exoplanets (planets outside our solar system).

.

They also talked about what type of life forms could exist in our solar system. Thanks to Mr Luka Andic for organising this
If you are interested in how NASA lands a rover on Mars have a look at this video (it has to travel several thousand kilometres per hour to
break through Mars’s atmosphere and slow down to 0kper hour so that it doesn’t smash on impact, which is important as it cost approx.
$U.S. 2bill to transport a rover to Mars). The images are provided by NASA, compiled by the Carter Observatory and set to music (Holst: the
Planets) performed by the Orchestra Wellington.
https://www.radionz.co.nz/concert/programmes/musicalive/audio/201844278/holst-the-planets

Science trip of a lifetime.
Jack Tetley (9SH) is invited to the Seychelle Islands in the Caribbean.
After submitting his year 9 winning college speech as an essay, Jack is now preparing to represent
SBC in the Seychelles after gaining Honourable Mention in the Trust for Sustainable living writing
competition, the only NZ entry to do so.
The winners have been invited to attend a week-long conference to debate and attend a series of
field trips in Mahe, the capital of the Seychelles.
Representatives winners from colleges and schools all over the world. Including Bulgaria, India,
Canada, Malaysia will be attending, discussing and sharing their ideas on the given topic of “My
plan to protect and manage our oceans, seas, and marine resources”. Students will be awarded
prizes for their debating skills and participate in practical activities such as snorkelling on a marine
reserve.
Jack wants to use this fantastic opportunity to increase his knowledge and understanding about
the topic of marine conservation, a topic he is passionate about. Jack has been a volunteer at the
Island Bay Marine Education Centre and he wants to use the knowledge he has gained to educate
his peers about the human impact on our marine ecosystems and to find solutions for fixing them.
Jack and his family would like to thank The Mazda Foundation, Te Puni Lodge. Island Bay Marine
Education Centre and our friends for their generosity.
Supplied by Jack’s mum. Click on the link below for more information.
http://jontyt.com/seychelles/
Update 5/7/18 - Jack representing SBC just won the Judges commendation after a day of
debating!

Languages
Upcoming events Māori community calendar - 2018
Term Three:

10 – 16 Sept Maori Language Week.

27 – 28 Sept Yr 9 Kapiti Island Trip
Ngā Manu Kōrero Regional Speech Finals
Gabriel Bush (Year 11) spoke expertly in this year’s Ngā Manu Kōrero regional speech finals at Hutt Valley High School on Friday 25 May. He
came a very credible third behind tough opposition. He made it through to the National finals last year in the junior English section of the
competition so this was his first time in the senior English section of the competition. Unfortunately, for Gabriel, last year’s National finals
winner, Tuimaieali’ifano Fiso from Sacred Heart College was also in the competition and went on to win this year’s title again. She was a
Year 12 student last year when she won the title. Christian Dennison, the twin brother of Julian Dennison, the actor, came third.

Business Studies
Student success!!
Over the weekend Caleb Carrasco attended Enterprise in Action 2018. This was a 3 day business start-up
event for 80 Young Enterprise students from all over NZ. In conjunction with Massey University, NZ Trade
and Enterprise and Genesis Energy. Students were put through their entrepreneurial paces for three
gruelling days. At stake were 24 seats to 3 Latin America countries (courtesy of Latin America Centre for
Asia Pacific Excellence) which will form three International Study Tours that Young Enterprise will
undertake with these students in October, December and January.
Caleb Carrasco earned himself a seat on the January Columbia tour.
Students were selected by a multi stage process – firstly, by being peer selected by their teammates. They
were also observed by the mentors assigned to each team during the weekend and assessed on their
contribution to the team dynamic and performance. They also had to submit a 60 second video on why
they should be selected to go to Latin America.

Digital Technology
The Year 9 Digital Technologies course recently introduced 3D design and printing. Students
have been working with our staff and old boy Lionel Taito-Matamua (Creative Pathways
Founder) to develop 3D prints. During Term 2 the department ran a competition for the best
designs. The winners were Nay Lin Phyu (first overall), Nicholas McLean and Ryan Scrivener.
They will each receive technology gift vouchers. Their designs were motivated by our four
School Houses. We acknowledge to support of Creative Pathways and Victoria University of
Wellington.

Road Patrol
Road Patrol Team 2018
The St Bernard’s College Road Patrol Team manages the schools busy Pedestrian
Crossing during the peak before and after school times. The team is fully trained
by the NZ Police so that they manage the crossing professionally and safely. This is
an example of the service aspect of the College that many students make over a
number of areas where they give back to our community.
The team consists of students from year 7 right through to Year 13. The leader of
this group is Lui Ioane who is in Year 13. He has developed this group to ensure a
succession plan that will carry on after he leaves St Bernard’s College at the end of
2018. A new Leader will emerge from this group.
The school team member in charge of this group is our Counsellor/Arts Therapist
Mary-Grace Williams.
We showed our gratitude to Mary-Grace, Lui and the entire Road Patrol team with
a recent ’Fish & Chips’ lunch.
Thanks Guys!

Music
Junior Music Tour – 1 June 2018
Two junior rock bands and the junior
choir set off to St Michael’s (Taita)
and St Claudine’s (Wainuiomata)
schools to perform.
This involved a lot of packing and
unpacking of the van, lots of setting
up and pulling down of performance
spaces, and or course performing. A
high level of team spirit was evident
throughout the day as everyone
pitched in and helped at every stage.
Performances were received with a
high level of enthusiasm and
appreciation. Most moving at each
venue was the whole school joining
the choir and singing with great
heart, volume and tuning! Whilst we
were the performers, it was amazing
to feel so appreciated and valued by
staff and students at these schools. It
is certainly something that we will
schedule again.

The 2018 Celebration of the Arts was held earlier than usual, on Wednesday 27 June at the Little Theatre in Lower Hutt. In fact, it is pretty
clever for the event to be held just after New Zealand’s Music Month as it features some of NZ’s future artistic talent and music. This event was
rather more artistic than the past few years with some wonderful musicians and actors showing off their skills. It was a great turn out with
many people showing up to support our students in performing at what they do best. Many thanks to Ms Horner and Mr Palamo for planning
the event and helping the students over the past term to achieve what they achieved on Wednesday night.
Musical highlights included;

The number of rock bands prepared and keen to perform (There were four, with a few waiting in the wings!!). This bodes well for our
rock music concert next term (20 September, 2018 – mark this date in your diary!!).

The choir’s presentation – while small in number, they are tuneful and thoroughly enjoyable. It would be excellent to have some new
singers join us next term.

Xavier Ngaro’s dramatic performance of a Cossack Dance on violin – now here is one to watch!! (At the Kapi-Mana Music Festival,
Xavier was named the Most Outstanding Strings Performer of the event!! Congratulations Xavier!!)

Isaac Baron’s Fantasie Impromptu by Chopin – thoroughly rehearsed and musically presented.

Raymon Bewley’s vocal debut with Money, by Pink Floyd. His guitar playing was pretty awesome too!
.
Dramatic highlights included;

Both Physical Theatre pieces were full of energy and well paced throughout. They maintained audience engagement and kept them
laughing.

The World War One pieces were much less humourous and challenged the audience to think about themes regarding prisoners of war
and under-age soldiers.
It was also great to see a selection of visual art from the art room, presented alongside student music compositions.

PB4L Update
So far this year 636 students have received recognitions – that is nearly every student in the school.
33 students received between 25 and 48 recognitions and these students were entered into a school wide draw that took place at our End
of Term Mass on Thursday.
The winners of the draw were Matthew Smart (7HR) and Ethan Olsen (11JO). Congratulations to these boys who both won a pair of Bose
Headphones.
We plan to make these end of term draws a regular occurrence. Well done boys and keep up the positive behaviour.

Careers
Careers Expo

For the first time, local colleges worked together to hold a Careers Expo at Walter Nash. The Mayor and
HCC also supported the event. Year 9, 11 & 12 attended from our school. The Theme was ‘Alternatives
to University’ and 25 providers, including local businesses were there to explain career pathways and
training available to help students into some great careers.

Weltec Open Day
Many Year 12 students attended the Weltec
Open Day this year. With Whitireia and Weltec
combining to offer programs. This was an
excellent opportunity to understand what
courses are available and where. In August
students will have the opportunity to visit the
Wellington programs offered by Weltec and
Whitireia and housed in the new Te Auaha
Creative Arts Centre.

Sports
Cross Country
House Championship

Cross Country Individual Results 22 May 2018
Year 7
1st
Isaac McGUINNESS
2nd
Harrison RAYNOR
Year 8
1st
Nathaniel GRAHAM
2nd
Josh ALLEN
Junior
1st
Jack BLACKWELL
2nd
Cullen JENNINGS_NAIRN
Youth
1st
Cameron FORSYTH
2nd
Robert PATTERSON
Intermediate
1st
Ollie BURTON
2nd
Baxter KING
Senior
1st
Daniel GOLDSWORTHY
2nd
Daniel SEARLE

Marcellin
Marcellin

12min 25sec
12min 27sec

Pompallier

1st

449

Chanel
Ignatius

10min 45sec (NR)
10min 53sec

Marcellin

2nd

402

Ignatius
Marcellin

11min 33sec
not recorded

Ignatius

3rd

366

Marcellin
Pompallier

9min 47sec (NR)
10min 15sec

Chanel

4th

251

Marcellin
Pompallier

18mis 17sec
19min 08sec

Ignatius
Pompallier

17min 16sec (NR)
17min 36sec

Nathaniel Graham competed in the Intermediate Schools Interzone Cross Country event held recently at
Trentham Memorial Park. Competing in the year 8 event Nathaniel found himself in 2 nd place for a long
period of the race but managed to overcome this and go onto win the race.
Nathaniel then represented the school at the Regional Cross Country Champs on July 5th and came 2nd for
Year 8 boys. Fantastic job Nathaniel!
Cameron Forsyth recently attended the New Zealand
Secondary School Cross Country Championships which were
held in Taupo. He represented St Bernard’s College in the
individual event on the Saturday and was part of the
Wellington U16 team that competed in the teams event on the
Sunday. Cameron is pictured with the bronze medal he won as
part of the Wellington team that came 3rd on the Sunday.
Cameron has recently been selected in the Wellington U18
team to compete at the North Island Cross Country Champs in
Taupo on 7th July.
Best of luck to Cameron in this event.

Sports con’t…
Football
Our three teams will have five games left in an effort to make the finals in September. We wish all three teams the very best of luck.
Members of the 1st and 2nd XI will be involved in our 13th tour of the lower North Island. They will be playing 6 games in 3 days. Thank you for
supporting their fundraising.

Francis Douglas Exchange
St Bernard’s College travelled to New Plymouth to play Francis
Douglas Memorial College in the annual winter sports exchange. The
exchange involved 85 St Bernard’s students playing the following
sports – Badminton, Basketball, 1st XI Football, Golf, Hockey, Under
15 Rugby and 1st XV Rugby.
While we were unable to win any of the fixtures there were a number
of very competitive games.

1st XV Rugby
The game started with two proud haka’s as Kauri Brown called on the St Bernard’s boys to stand tall. Not long into the game St Bernard’s
gained early dominance and a cross field kick from Tana Rangiwhetu saw Jono Little score the first of his two tries for the day.
Francis Douglas then scored two quick tries to lead 12-5. Francis Douglas used their size to batter the St Bernard’s defence and put pressure
on right across the field.
We had opportunities during the first half but only converted one into points to give us 12-12 scoreline with 10 to go in the first half. James
Gillatt scoring the first of his hat trick.
Slick play from Francis Douglas backline saw them go 19-12 in front before a penalty and loose pass from St Bernard’s saw their lead extend to
29-12 at halftime.
The introduction of Charlie Ta’anoa and Junior Tefoto gave us a glimmer of hope at 29-19. James Gillatt scored a further two tries but the day
belonged to Francis Douglas running out 63-29 winners.
Players of note were Brad Pritchard, Tom & James Gillatt, Sene Fa’asoa, and Jono Little.

Basketball
After a poor start and being behind by 39 points at one stage in the first half, the team rallied behind Whatukura Ratana to almost pull off
one of the greatest comebacks in St Bernard’s history. Fine shooting from Ethan Buot and Martin Orevillo and great defence led by Patrick
Phegan wasn’t enough as time was not on our side, final score 93-87 to Francis Douglas, a very entertaining game. A proud team effort and
fighting attitude gave the home crowd an anxious final few minutes.
Hato Paora College traditional rugby exchange
After the successful reinstatement of the Hato Paora College traditional rugby exchange in 2017, St Bernard’s College hosted Hato Paora
College for two rugby fixtures on Wednesday 20th June.
Unfortunately due to our ground being very heavy after inclement weather the Under 15 fixture was transferred to Hutt Rec 1, where the two
teams had the opportunity to play on a high quality ground. St Bernard’s College dominated this game from the kick off and ran out
comfortable winners.
The 1st XV fixture was played at St Bernard’s College on a very heavy ground. After a tight first half in which St Bernard’s lead 7 nil at the break,
a more controlled performance in the 2nd half along with some key substitutions allowed St Bernard’s to run out 31-7 winners.
At the completion of the rugby an after match function was held in the school canteen where speeches were given by captains of the U15 and
1st XV teams before a meal was enjoyed by all.

Term Dates

Calendar Alerts

Term 1

30 January to 13 April

Term 2

30 April to 6 July

Term 3

23 July – 28 September

Term 4

15 October to 11 December

July
23
31
Aug
2
7
8
11
15

Our Community

1st Day Term 3
Ignatius Feast Day
Tutor Teacher Interviews
Tutor Teacher Interviews
Football Tour
Senior Ball
NCEA Consultation
evening – proposed
changes
Yr 10 NCEA Parents Info
Evening
St Bernard’s Feast Day
Bandquest
Teacher Only Day

PFS – Parents, Friends & Supporters

The PFS meet on the first Thursday of each month at 7.30pm in the
school staffroom and we would love to have you join us.
It is a great way to get to meet other parents and get first-hand
knowledge of school happenings.

16
17
28
31

Please contact Felicity (Fliss) Hislop for more details
Email:
fliss.john@xtra.co.nz
Phone:
021-369-748

Full school calendar is available at www.sbc.school.nz

Uniform Shop

Our fundraiser for the term was a movie premiere of ‘Oceans 8’ at
the Lighthouse – and we were thrilled to have a sold out theatre!
Our focus this year is to assist the school in putting a catering
level kitchen in the refurbished gym. For this reason we used the
time and talents of our hospitality students to provide supper for
our guests and showcase the amazing (and sometimes hidden)
talents of Ms. Gibb and her NCEA students. Our design student
Jamahl Te Wiki-Mu provided the fantastic custom made labels for
the food.
We can foresee a time in the near future where our hospitality
students are running a catering company out of the new kitchen
and our professional chef and tutor teacher, Kristin Gibb, shares
our vision.
We appreciate that committee and meetings aren’t always
convenient for everyone, but attending and supporting our
fundraisers each term is a fantastic and practical way of helping us
to continue to make SBC even better for our boys.
Next big event will be our Quiz night……always an amazing night
out!

Nurse’s consultation at St Bernard’s College, see the office to make
an appointment with a nurse from VIBE.

Emma O’Sullivan
PFS

Free appointments with a doctor are available at the VIBE Clinic.
They can be made through the nurse, or directly with VIBE:

(please note new hours) Thursday 3pm – 6pm
Check out our new online ordering www.sbc.school.nz
2nd hand uniform is now sold at the college Uniform Shop during
opening hours
We would still really appreciate any donations of quality second
hand uniform, please drop off to the main office.

Nurse Consultation
FREE

Vibe:566-0525

Reminders
Leaving School During School Hours
If your son needs to leave school during the day please follow these
steps.
 Send him with a note explaining why he is leaving
 He needs to get that signed by his dean
 Bring the note to the office when he is leaving.
 Sign out.

Contact Details
It is very important that we are able to contact you, especially in case
of an emergency. Please make sure we have your current contact
information.
E-mail
As most of our information is now sent by email.
Please check your settings to make sure we are a trusted sender.

Payment Of School Charges
The school prefers all school charges to be paid directly to our bank account: ASB Queensgate 12-3142-0164653-00.
Please include your son’s first name and surname, in the reference fields. Receipts are issued for all payments and given to students in class.
If you are facing financial difficulties please contact The Business Manager.

Contact Us
Physical/Postal Address
183 Waterloo Road
Lower Hutt 5010
New Zealand

P:04 560 9250
F:04 560 9251
E:office@sbc.school.nz
W:www.sbc.school.nz

